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Abstract

The effectiveness of a teaching process will be determined by various factors. Among the most influences factor is methods use within teaching process. The objective of this study is to explore the effectiveness uses of “double bubble map” method in improving students’ skills to recognize prefix and root words. In this study, a mixmode research design was used. In order to discover this objective researcher used test and observation as an approach to discover the objective. A sample of eight pupils of primary schools located in Malaysia was selected. With targeted of pupils with low level of Jawi proficiency. Based on the data analysis, there is a significant increase in pupils’ scores in tests conducted after the intervention. In addition, the observations made to the respondents showed that pupils understand how to recognize prefix words and root words besides the use of “double bubble map” method which enticed pupils’ interests and attention in learning. Therefore, it can be concluded that the use of “double bubble map” method in prefix learning lessons has been successful and improved the pupils’ proficiency in recognizing prefix words.
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1. Introduction

Islamic education is a compulsory subject for all students after the national independence and the introduction of formal educational system. The alteration of Integrated Curriculum for Primary Schools (KBSR) to the Standard Curriculum for Primary Schools (KSSR) has given new appearances to the Islamic education in terms of systematic teaching session, more structured syllabus and so on (Azlina, Norazura Ezuana, Siti Salwa, 2013). In fact, the development of this subject is in line with the government’s new policy in education. Currently, the Ministry of Education (2013) through the Education Development Plan 2013-2025 outlines 11 major shift that strengthen the Islamic and Moral Education by giving more emphasis on unity and promoting understanding among students.

Standard Curriculum of Islamic Education for Primary School has been introduced to meet the needs of Islamic education in a holistic and integrated way in accordance with the requirements of the National Education Philosophy and Islamic Education Philosophy. This curriculum covers seven modules which is the Qur’an, Hadith, Faith, Worship, Sirah of the Prophets, Ethics and Jawi. The objective of Standard Curriculum for Primary Schools (KSSR) Islamic Education is that the students can read and write in Jawi script and love it as the nation's cultural heritage.

Based on the observation, the Jawi proficiency level among primary school pupils is worrisome (Siti Salwa, Muhamad Zahiri, 2013), especially in terms of writing (Muhamad Zahiri, Siti Salwa, Zarqo & Siti Zuraidah, 2015). There are many methods and techniques that have been used over time to increase the pupils' proficiency level in Jawi lessons. Nuriati Abdullah and Norhannan Ramli (2012) have stated that the Jawi writing skills definitely need training and guidance in order to produce students who are capable to produce perfect form of writing using sensory and mental capabilities. Therefore, teachers are responsible for making Jawi lessons as something easy to understand and remember.
1.1 Research Objectives

1. Does the “double bubble map” method improves student skills to recognize prefix and root words?
2. Can the “double bubble map” method improves the effectiveness in identifying the prefix and root words?

2. Literature Review

2.1 Mind Mapping

Teaching is essential in any field of study. The effectiveness of a teaching process will be determined by many factors, one of those through the methods use within it. Nowadays, there are so many methods ensuring the process of teaching which can maximize the students' understanding. A teaching method like a backbone to the whole process of teaching, so the method chooses undeniably important. In the teaching sphere, language is one of the priority subjects at school and even at the higher level of education, the proficiency of language becomes a requirement for admission. Mind mapping is one of the methods which believed crucial to ensure the effectiveness of teaching language.

Riswanto and Purta (2012) study of writing by using mind mapping, since writing part of the language element, their study indirectly emphasizes on the relation between mind mapping and language subject. Suyanto (2010) study about the effectiveness of mind mapping to teach writing skill viewed from their IQ which shown the significant link between mind mapping and teaching language (writing skill). Their study indicates that mind mapping and teaching language are a good combination and looked more details into different dimensions. A good method or medium for remembering, creative intellect, and learning has confirmed by the use of mind mapping (Gómez & King, 2014). Another study focused on writing skill (part of the language) study by Irmay, Shahriar and Md. Jahidur (2011) which is a mind map for academic writing, al-Naqbi (2011) on the use of mind mapping in order to develop writing in UAE and Nemati, Jahandar and Khodabandehlou (2014) about the effect of mind mapping on essay writing in Iran. Wai Ling (2004) study on the effectiveness of using mind mapping skills in enhancing secondary one and secondary four students’ writing in a CMI School, enhancing freshman students’ writing skills with a mind mapping software and incorporating mind mapping into the teaching of comprehension skills enhances students’ understanding and memory of comprehension passages (Wong-Ang, Gek Moi and Ong Lee Lian, 2007).

Siriphanich and Laohawiriyanon (2010) and Rizqiya (2013) study about mind mapping technique at Thailand and Indonesia to improve reading comprehension ability which is part of the teaching language process. There are other studies which show the connection between teaching language and mind mapping, which are using mind maps to raise standards in literacy, improve confidence and encourage positive attitudes towards learning by Cain (2001/2002). Moreover, there are study even focus on teaching spelling skills with a mind mapping software (Al-Jarf, 2011).

In addition, Sujana (2012) integrate mind mapping method in teaching academic reading in English language, this study quite different to the previous one since it focuses directly on a specific language. Besides, there are studies which focus on foreign language by using mind mapping (Ariana & Mirabela, 2012) and (Casco, 2009) but in a different field of study. Writing, reading, spelling and direct dealing with certain language are elements which form the language subject, or course, so all those skills obviously related to the study. Since mind mapping is important, the invention of mind mapping in the form of software had been introduced as being studied by T Tungprapa (2015) about electronic mind maps and creating online mind map (Douma, Ligierko & Romano (2009).

2.2 Double Bubble Map

In teaching process, mapping is one of the means in teacher's strategies (Riswanto & Putra, 2012). This method able to encourage and motivated students in learning and thinking (Siriphanich & Laohawiriyanon, 2010). “It helps students to assimilate new information, to think and to develop their conceptual schema” (Keleş, 2012). Gómez and King (2014) study on using mind mapping as a method to help ESL/EFL students connect vocabulary and concepts in different contexts. There are various type of mind mapping that has been used in learning, one of the most effective is Double Bubble Map. This type of mapping used circle as the part of presentations in the mind mapping. Each circle was used to explain different point of explanations. Figure 1 shows the example of Double Bubble Map:
2.3 Jawi Script

Jawi script has been established in Malay world since 1300 AD. The writing of Jawi confined to religious and cultural use. Developments related to the arrival of Islam, especially from the Persians. The Arabic alphabet was introduced modified to conform to the classical Malay language spoken. Jawi script is written from right to left, and supplemented with 6 letters not in Arabic, ie ca pa nga ga va and her (John, 1988). Previously, Jawi script has been acknowledge as official writing system in Malaysia. However, now it serve as an alternative writing system in Malaysia. In terms of usage, Jawi script has been replaced by Roman script.

According to Musa, Aziz & Yasran (2009), currently Rumi script has dominated the Malay language writing. It occur since 1963 when Rumi has been declared as the official written language of Malay, and thus marginalize the Jawi script. Jawi writing is no longer a matter of education in the school, except for a handful of students in specific schools and learning Islamic studies subject. The limitations in used of Jawi script has created negative circumstance when people start to forget this scripture.

3. Research Methodology

According to Ragin (2010), research design can be defined as a plan for collecting and analysing evidences that could help the investigator to answer the questions he or she poses. There are three types of research designs depending on the mode of inquiry, namely qualitative, quantitative, and mixed mode. In this study, a mixmode research design was used. The research aimed to explore the effectiveness uses of “double bubble map” method in improving students' skills to recognize prefix and root words. In order to discover this objective researcher used test and observation as an approach to discover the objective.

3.1 Sample

A sample of eight pupils of primary schools located in Malaysia was selected. With targeted pupils of four male and four female. All the target group consists of pupils with low level of Jawi proficiency.

3.2 Test

Written tests were carried out to the target group to investigate their understanding on the prefix and root words. The participants’ efficiency in identifying and distinguishing prefix words and root words were also being tested. After reviewing the test papers, it has been found that there were still pupils who made errors not because their lack of understanding about the learning lessons but it was because of their less proficiency in reading Jawi script.

3.3 Observation

The observation of this study involved an interaction between researchers and students. Researchers have looked at the impact of countervailing undertaken by students. In this process, researchers have considered the pupils to be observed.

Figure 1: Double Bubble Map.
as subjects and they have interacted with each other. The results of this observation have developed the research data. Thus, the researchers will indirectly “be involved in conducting the observation (participatory observation) to understand the issues related to the object of study, particularly in relation to the general state of the research location and other symptoms developed in the study area” (Mustaffa, Ghazali, Sawari, 2015).

3.4 Activities

In carrying out the study, the researchers have done three different activities.

1. Identify prefix words and root words.
2. Classify prefix words and root words using the “double bubble map” method.
3. Written tests through worksheets to test the effectiveness of the “double bubble map” method.

3.4.1 Activity 1

Identify prefix words and root words.

The participants did group activities through finding and reading bubble flash cards that contained prefix words and root words and they pasted the words to the appropriate place by using the “double bubble map” method. Teachers have introduced the “double bubble map” method to the pupils. The prefix words have been taught in the classroom by using explanation. The teacher have done some improvements in teaching and learning sessions by using teaching aids such as bubble flash cards. The bubble flash cards explanation method is using large models until pupils understand its usage. The teachers gave examples of prefix like "α" with examples of word with prefix like "ϥϮϫϮϔγ" and examples of word from the root word "ϕϭΪϨγ". Besides that, pupils were asked to pronounce prefix, prefix words, and root words that have been shown. Apart from that, pupils were asked to give other examples of prefix, prefix words and root words. They were asked to paste the bubble flash cards in the appropriate place as describe in figure 2:

Figure 2: Exercises with bubble flash cards

The teachers asked the pupils to sit in pairs. Every pair of pupils were required to take a set of bubble flash cards provided. One set consists of a bubble flash card contains letter, three bubble flash cards contain prefix and three bubble flash cards contain root words. The bubble flash cards given to pupils were in a smaller form. Teachers also distributed a "double bubble map" card to each group of pupils. The teachers asked the pupils to pronounce what they have got from the flash cards. The pupils pasted the bubble flash cards on the "double bubble map" that they have without their teachers' assistance.

Teachers only observed the pupils’ assignments. The pupils were asked to read out their works one by one in group. The pairs then pasted their assignments in the classroom’s white board. The pupils were asked to read their assignments in front of the classroom. The teachers asked the students to rewrite the assignments into their exercise books.
3.4.2 Activity 2

Classify prefix words and root words using the "double bubble map" method.

Pupils read the text during teaching and learning session in classroom, individual and group. Pupils were asked to pronounce, come up with prefix words that were in the text and give some other examples by using the "double bubble map" method to find a comparison. Then, pupils were given reading materials. Teachers have used short stories as stimulus. Pupils were required to read the story from the reading materials individually and in the classroom.

Information and Questions & Answers related to the passage being read.

After this process, pupils were asked to circle the words of Jawi script that begin with letters α, Ώ, Ω, ϑ, Ε in the first paragraph only. The teachers have linked the "double bubble map" method that has been learned in the previous weeks and have given some examples.

Questions and answers related to the difference between prefix words and root words.

The teachers have distributed a sheet of "double bubble map" to each pupils. The teachers have tested the pupils' ability to recognize prefix words and root words by classifying the words that were circled using the "double bubble map" method. Pupils only have to fill in the five prefix words and five root words. Discussions were made regarding the activities. Pupils continued making their tasks with the second paragraph and so on. They were asked to choose and write prefix words and root words in their workbook by using the "double bubble map" method.

3.4.3 Activity 3

Written tests using the worksheets have been done to test the effectiveness of the "double bubble map" method. The worksheets were used to test the pupils' understanding and effectiveness of using the "double bubble map" method of prefix words and root words. Pupils were given letters of ϊ / ϑ / Ω / α / Ώ. The teachers have distributed the worksheets as a written test. The test questions consisted of 3 phases which were reading and underlining prefix words and root words through understanding the sentence. In the second phase, the pupils were required to choose and write prefix words and root words in the "double bubble map" while in the third phase, pupils were required to make prefix words and root words into Jawi script to test their writing. The tests were reviewed and evaluated to get the final data.

4. Findings and Discussion

Identify prefix words and root words.

Figure 2: Proficiency in recognizing prefix words and root words

Figure 2 shows the results of the pupils' assignments to evaluate their proficiency in recognizing prefix words and root words using the "double bubble map" method. Based on Figure 1, it has been found that overall, the pupils got good marks after carrying out the intervention. Scores were given based on the pupils' correct and accurate answers. The number of words provided in the activity 1 consist of 3 prefix words and 3 root words that representing 3 marks per category.

Classify prefix words and root words using the "double bubble map" method.
Figure 4: The pupils’ proficiency in identifying and classifying prefix words and root words

Figure 4 shows the results gathered from the worksheets to evaluate the pupils’ proficiency in identifying and classifying prefix words and root words using “double bubble map” method.

Overall, the pupils’ scores improved for both schools. The scores were based on the total number of correct answers answered by the pupils. The number of words contained in the first paragraph was 12 prefix words and 12 root words. The pupils were required to choose only 10 answers from both categories.

5. Analysis of the findings of activity 3

Written tests through worksheets to test the effectiveness of the “double bubble map” method.

Figure 5: Result effectiveness of the “double bubble map” method and the pupils’ proficiency in identifying prefix words and root words

Figure 5 shows the results of the worksheets to evaluate the effectiveness of the “double bubble map” method and the pupils’ proficiency in identifying prefix words and root words, besides evaluating the effectiveness of teaching method. Based on figures 3 and 4, it has been found that there is a change and increase in pupils’ scores after the intervention. The scores were based on the total number of correct answers answered by the pupils.

What Can the “double bubble map” method improve the effectiveness in identifying prefix words and root words?

5.1 Interest

During the intervention, it seemed that the pupils were interested in the “double bubble map” method especially when they were put in pairs. This approach was more robust, the pupils were more focussed and paying attention to the teachers.

5.2 Focus

This was proven through the pupils’ full attention towards their teachers during learning lessons.

Sometimes, the pupils asked questions which showed that they were paying attention during learning session and they required teacher’s certainty regarding the lesson.

Based on the observations, the pupils have focused on their learning through the “double bubble map” method and felt that the method used was interesting.
5.3 Understanding

In terms of pupils' understanding, it could be seen that there has been increased in understanding and proficiency on how to recognize prefix words and root words. This has been proven by observations where the pupils could choose and paste the right prefix and root words. In addition, they seemed to be faster in completing tasks and provide the correct answers.

The pupils could understand and recognize prefix words and root words correctly although there were some of them who were weak in reading the Jawi script. The pupils’ acceptance were more clear with the “double bubble map” method. Pupils were able to differentiate prefix words and root words when they were given the sentences. I will use this method again to be implemented in activity 3 to see how effective it is in teaching and learning session.

5.4 Motivation

The use of “double bubble map” method in teaching and learning Jawi script is indirectly improving students’ reading proficiency in sentence form. This is because a proper understanding of the method of recognizing prefix words and root words can help the students.

6. Conclusion

Based on the data analysis, there is a significant increase in pupils' scores in tests conducted after the intervention. In addition, the observations made to the respondents showed that pupils understand how to recognize prefix words and root words besides the use of “double bubble map” method which enticed pupils' interests and attention in learning. Therefore, it can be concluded that the use of “double bubble map” method in prefix learning lessons has been successful and improved the pupils' proficiency in recognizing prefix words. Besides that, there has been an increase in teachers' practice for teaching prefix. Based on the findings, the teachers must teach in ways that are easily understood and remembered by their students. Moreover, the teaching methods must be able to attract pupils’ interests towards learning so that no information is leaking which can affect the Jawi lesson negatively. The results showed that the students could be assisted to have pleasant experiences during teaching and learning sessions.
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